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Abstract: How to enhance the transfer capacity of weighted networks is of great
importance. The network transfer capacity, which is often evaluated by the crit-
ical packet generation rate, is proved to be inversely proportional to the highest
node betweenness. By specifying the shortest path according to the different node
characteristics, two different routing strategies are proposed to reduce the high node
betweenness for the different node delivery capability schemes. Simulations on both
computer-generated networks and real world networks show that our routing strate-
gies can improve the network transfer capacity greatly. Especially, the greater the
new added edge number is, the more efficient our routing strategies are.
Keywords: complex networks, weighted networks, routing strategy, betweenness.

1 Introduction

Due to the constantly growing significance of large scale communication networks such as the
World Wide Web, the network transfer capacity has attracted an increasing attention. In those
previous studies to improve transfer capacity and control traffic congestion on networks, some
focus on making appropriate adjustments to the network topology structure [1] - [3] while others
on finding optimal routing strategies [4] - [9]. Since the former is too expensive and too difficult
to implement in some large-scale networks, most of previous works focused on effective routing
strategies. Some of them are based on the global information: the shortest path routing strategy
[4] which pass through the minimum number of nodes, the efficient path routing strategy [5] whose
sum of node degrees is the minimum. Some others focus on local topological information since
global information is usually unavailable in large-scale networks: the neighbor information [6],
the next-nearest-neighbor information [7].

However, those aforementioned studies are mostly focused on the simplest unweighted net-
works with edges between nodes are represented by binary states according to whether the edges
are present or not. In fact, the scientific collaboration networks [10], the cellular metabolism [11],
the world-wide airport networks [12] and the Internet [13] have been proved to be weighted net-
works which are specified not only by its topology but also by the weight of the edges. Lots
of models have been presented to describe weighted network among which the BBV weighted
network model, coupled dynamical evolution of topology and weights, is most widely used.

In those most widely used traffic models in weighted network, the packets are transferred
through the traditional shortest path [4], which is a path with the minimal number of nodes
between arbitrary pairs of nodes, or the weighted shortest path [10, 14], where the distance
between nodes is just the inverse of the weight of edge linked them. However, it is proved that
these two routing strategies are not optimal for weighted networks [15]. Since there may be more
than one traditional shortest path between some pairs of nodes, we can specify the best one to
enhance the network transfer capacity.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the model and our routing
strategy, followed by the experimental evaluations on the computer generated networks and real
world network in section 3. The conclusions are given in section 4.
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2 Models

2.1 Network Model

The BBV network can be completely described by a weighted adjacency matrix W whose
elements wij denote the weight of the edge linking node i and j. The generation of the BBV
network is based on two coupled mechanisms:

i Topological growth. Starting from the initial network with N0 nodes which are fully con-
nected by edges with assigned weight w0, one new node is added at every time step. The
new added node will be connected to m different nodes with equal weight w0 for every edge
and will choose nodes with large strength according to the probability

∏
n→i

= si/
∑
l

sl,

where si =
∑
j

wij is the node strength.

ii Weight dynamics. The weight of each new added edge is initially set to a given value w0

which is often set to 1 for simplicity. But the adding of edge connecting to node i will
result in increasing the weight of the other edges linked to node i which is proportional to
the edge weights. If the total increase is δ (we will focus on the simplest form: δi = δ), we
can get

wij = wij +∆wij = wij + δ ∗ wij
si

(1)

This will yield the strength increase of node i as:

si = si + δ + w0 (2)

The degree distribution of BBV network P (k) ∝ k−γk and the strength distribution P (s) ∝
s−γs yield scale-free properties with the same exponent [12], [16]- [18]:

γk = γs =
4γ + 3

2γ + 1
= 2 +

1

2γ + 1
(3)

2.2 Traffic Model

The traffic model can be described as follows:

i All nodes can create packets with addresses of destination, receive packets from other
nodes, and forward the packets to their destinations.

ii At each time step, there are R packets generated in the network, with randomly chosen
sources and destinations. Once a packet is created, it is placed at the end of the queue if
the node already has several packets waiting to be forwarded to their destinations.

iii At each time step, the first Ci packets at the top of the queue of node i, if it has more than
Ci packets in its queue, are forwarded one step toward their destinations and placed at the
end of the queues of the selected nodes. Otherwise, all packets in the queue are forwarded
one step. This procedure applies to all nodes at every time step.

iv A packet, upon reaching its destination, is removed from the system.
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In our model, three node delivery capability schemes are considered: (i) each node has the
same packet delivery capability (Ci = 1, CON stands for this scheme); (ii) the node delivery
capacity is considered to be proportional to the node strength si (Ci = si/ < s >, STR stands
for this scheme); (iii) the node delivery capacity is considered to be proportional to the node
degree ki (Ci = ki/ < k >, DEG stands for this scheme). To compare the overall transfer
capacity, we normalize the delivery capability to keep the total node delivery capability of the
whole network is equal to the node number n in three situations the same. When R is increased
from 0 to ∞, two phases will be observed: free flow and congested phase. For R < Rc, the
numbers of created and forwarded packets are balanced, resulting in a steady free flow of traffic.
For R > Rc, traffic congestion occurs due to the fact that packet delivery capacity of node
is limited. The phase transition from the former to the latter occurred at the critical packet
generation rate Rc. We focus on the critical value Rc which can best reflect the transfer capacity
of a network.

We utilize the betweenness bi [19] to estimate the traffic passing through a node i under a
given routing strategy:

bi =
∑
s,t

σ (s, i, t)

σ (s, t)
(4)

where σ (s, i, t) is the number of paths under the given routing strategy between nodes s and
t that pass through node i and σ (s, t) is the total number of paths under the given routing
strategy between s and t and the sum is over all pairs s, t of all distinct nodes.

The probability a packet will pass through the node i is bi/
∑n

j=1 bj , and therefore the average
number of packets that the node i will receive at each time step is. When the number of incoming
packets is equal to or larger than the outgoing packets at the node i, Rbi/ (n (n− 1)) ≥ Ci, traffic
congestion will occur. So the critical packet generation rate Rc is

Rc = min

(
Ci ∗ n ∗ (n− 1)

bi

)
= n ∗ (n− 1) ∗min (Ci/bi) (5)

2.3 Routing Strategy

Enlightened by the efficient path [5], we also definePi→j as the path between node i and j
which pass through the nodes sequence x0 (= i) , x1, x2, · · · , xn−1, xn(= j) . However we define

F (Pi→j , α) =
n−1∑
i=0

wαij (6)

In our routing strategies, we specify the path between i and j as the one makes F (Pi→j , α)
minimum under a given tunable parameter α. When α is -1, the specified routing strategy is the
same as the weighted shortest path routing strategy [10,14] (WSH stands for this routing strat-
egy). When α is 0, the specified routing strategy is the same as the traditional dijkstra shortest
path routing strategy [4] which pass through the minimum amount of nodes (SHT stands for this
routing strategy). As we mentioned above, there may be more than one shortest path between
some nodes. We calculate the sum of strengths si of all nodes on each shortest path, and select
the one with minimum sum as our specified path. SSS stands for this routing strategy and SSD
for the minimum sum of degrees ki. The definition of our routing strategies (the SSS routing
strategy and the SSD routing strategy) is shown in Tab.1.
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Table 1: Definition of our routing strategies (SSS and SSD)
WSH SHT SSS SSD

F (Pi→j , α) min

(
n−1∑
i=0

w−1
ij

)
min

(
n−1∑
i=0

w0
ij

)
SHT&min

(
n−1∑
i=0

si

)
SHT&min

(
n−1∑
i=0

ki

)
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Figure 1: Rc of different routing strategies. BBV network with n = 200 and w0 = 1, Ci = 1

3 Results and Discussion

To obtain the critical packet generation rate Rc in simulations, we use the order parameter[1]:

η = lim
t→∞

⟨∆Θ⟩
R∆t

(7)

where ∆Θ = Θ(t+∆t)−Θ , with ⟨· · · ⟩ indicating average over time windows of width ∆t , and
Θ(t) is the total number of packets in the network at time t. At the early stage, when R is very
small, the generated packets can be delivered, ⟨∆Θ⟩ is less than zero and so is η. Where η is
greater than zero, we can obtain the critical packet generation rate Rc.

In figure 1, we plot the critical packet generation rate Rc of different routing strategies in a
BBV network with n = 200 and ω0 = 1. (For every network, 10 instances are generated and for
each instance, we run 10 simulations. The results are the average over all the simulations.)

Fig.1 shows that when each node has the same packet delivery capability, the WSH routing
strategy is the most sensible to traffic congestion. The SHT routing strategy is better than
WSH, and the SSD routing strategy has the maximum transfer capacity. Moreover, the greater
the new added edge number m is, the more efficient our routing strategies are. Take networks
with δ = 4,m = 4 and δ = 4,m = 8 for example, the SHT, SSS and SSD routing strategies
can enhance the critical packet generation rate Rc 95.72%, 246.53 %, 326.75% than the WSH
routing strategy correspondingly in network with δ = 4,m = 4 while 112.95%, 306.81%, 398.81%
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Figure 2: Rc of different routing strategies. BBV network with n = 200 and w0 = 1 (a)
Ci = si/ < s > (b) Ci = ki/ < k >
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Figure 3: Rc of different routing strategies. BBV network with n = 100 and w0 = 1 (a) Ci = 1
(b) Ci = ki/ < k >

in network with δ = 4,m = 8. When the new added edge number m is increased, there are more
edges in the network and there might be more traditional dijkstra shortest paths between nodes
consequently. That is why our routing strategies are more efficient with larger parameter m.

Then we turn to the other two schemes: the node delivery capacity is proportional to the
node strength si and the node degree ki. Simulation results are shown in Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b)
correspondingly.

Fig.2(a) presents that when the node delivery capacity is considered to be proportional to
the node strength, the SHT routing strategy is the most effective while the SSD routing strategy
has the largest Rc when the node delivery capacity is considered to be proportional to the node
degree as shown in Fig.2(b). Fig.2(a) shows that our routing strategies do not work well in
STR scheme. In DEG scheme, the SHT routing strategy is also better than WSH, and the SSD
routing strategy still has the maximum transfer capacity. However, the gap among the SHT and
SSS and SSD routing strategies is narrowed. And our routing strategies are more efficient with
the greater new added edge number.

Then we check the impact of the node number n on our routing strategies. We test our rout-
ing strategies on BBV weighted networks with n = 100 nodes to achieve the simulation results
of CON scheme and DEG scheme as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig.3(a) and Fig.3(b) display the influence of node number our routing strategies. We can
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Figure 4: Betweenness per node. BBV network with n = 200, δ = 4,m = 4 and w0 = 1 (a)
Ci = si/ < s > (b) Ci = ki/ < k >

discover that the SSD route is still the best way to enhance the critical packet generation rate.
And by comparing Fig.3(a) with Fig.1 and Fig.3(b) with Fig.2(b), we can discover that the node
number n has a little effect on the transfer capacity.

To achieve heuristic explanation for the routing strategies corresponding to the highest trans-
fer capacity, we investigate the betweenness distribution on the network as presented in Fig.4.

The betweenness normalized by the strength of STR scheme is shown in Fig.4(a) and nor-
malized by the degree of DEG scheme shown in Fig.4(b). In both figures, the load of the most
effective routing strategy is distributed more evenly than the other three. In Fig.4(a), the be-
tweenness divide by the strength of the SHT routing strategy is relatively flat which means the
node with higher strength forward more packets. And in Fig.4(b), the node with higher degree
forward more packets while using the SSD routing strategy. It is obvious that the traffic load
under the SHT routing strategy for STR scheme and under the SSD routing strategy for DEG
scheme are distributed evenly to the nodes according to their strength and degree correspond-
ingly.

Those routing strategies which elongate the average path length LAV E unnecessarily may not
be efficient for network communications. Thus it is of great importance for a routing strategy to
maintain the small-world phenomenon, i.e. LAV E ∝ lnn. In our routing strategies, all the paths
are the shortest path between arbitrary nodes which means the small-world phenomenon is still
maintained in our routing strategies.

Finally, we test our routing strategies for three schemes on real world network. We choose the
USAir 97 network (network of direct flight connections between US airports for the year 1997,
http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/data/) with 332 nodes and 2126 edges. Simulation re-
sults are shown in Tab.2.

Table 2: Rc of different routing strategies of USA airport network
WSH SHT SSS SSD

CON 3.49 4.86 5.85 5.87

STR 2.24 2.26 2.24 2.24

DEG 83.69 161.96 169.03 169.90

From Table 2 we can discover that in CON scheme, the SSD routing strategy has the max-
imum transfer capacity which is only a bit higher than the SSS routing strategy. The WSH
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routing strategy has the lowest transfer capacity. It means when each node has the same packet
delivery capability, our SSS routing strategy and our SSD routing strategy can enhance the
transfer capacity in real world network. And in STR scheme, the SHT routing strategy has the
maximum transfer capacity which is also the same as the computer generated weighted network.
When it turns to the DEG scheme, the SSS routing strategy and the SSD routing strategy also
achieve better results than the traditional routing strategy. In a word, the SSS routing strategy
and the SSD routing strategy also works well in the real world network in the CON scheme and
in the DEG scheme.

4 Conclusions

Considering the different node delivery capability, this paper has proposed two novel routing
strategies to enhance the network transfer capacity in weighted networks. The characteristic of
our strategy is to specify the shortest path according to three kinds of different node delivery
capability schemes. The simulation shows that when each node has the same packet delivery
capability, we can select the path with the minimal number of nodes and with minimum sum
of node degree. And this routing path is also optimal in the scheme which the node delivery
capacity is considered to be proportional to the node degree. When the node delivery capacity
is considered to be proportional to the node strength, our routing strategies do not work. It is
worth mentioning that our routing strategies are more efficient with the more new added edge.
At last, we apply our routing strategies on the USAir 97 network to show the validity of our
routing strategies on real world network. Moreover, the above-mentioned research may throw
lights on designing better communication protocols.
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